URC Acceptance
Wisconsin Robotics is proud to announce that the team has been accepted into University Rover
Challenge 2018! The team will be travelling to Hanksville, Utah for the third year in a row to
compete with the team’s latest rover: Ascent Mk. II, an iteration upon last year’s design. The
competition takes place between May 31st and June 2nd, consisting of 36 teams out of the original
95 that applied. The teams come from 10 different countries, and 11 of the competing teams are
from the United States. Wisconsin Robotics would like to thank its generous sponsors for their
commitment to the team’s success this season, we could not have made it without you.

Ascent Mk II
Ascent Mk II is Wisconsin Robotics’ most feature packed and capable rover to date. Iterating off
last years’ already successful design has allowed the team to keep designs which work well while
focusing on areas in need of more improvement. Requirements for this year’s competition are
detailed in our Fall 2017 Newsletter. All of Wisconsin Robotics’ previous newsletters can be found
following this link: wisconsinrobotics.org/newsletter

Drive System
The team’s drive system, again, takes advantage of the rocker-bogie style passive suspension
and Kevlar wheels housing in-hub motors. New this year, the drive system also features
adjustable ride height, allowing for more ground clearance or a lower center of gravity at the
driver’s discretion.

Arm
This year’s arm utilizes linear actuators for both the “shoulder” and “elbow” joints, making the
arm stronger while allowing for more precise movement. Additionally, the entire arm is
mounted on a set of rails, allowing it to slide laterally, adding a 6th degree of freedom which
will help with tasks such as turning a crank, typing on a keyboard, and fine manipulation of
objects.

Chassis
Ascent Mk II’s chassis comes with numerous
improvement both to design and usability, the
most immediately noticeable being the
electronics enclosures making effective use of
on-rover space. A custom-built microcontroller
manages
onboard
communication
via
ethernet, allowing for easier software updates
and recovery from connection failures.

Software
This year, the Software Controls team
is taking advantage of the ROS (Robot
Operating System) framework for
simplifying communication between
subsystems. The Autonomy and AI
team is making use of a stereoscopic
camera for retrieving depth and
obstacle data from the rover’s
environment while making use of
machine learning to more confidently
detect tennis balls in varying, low
contrast, environments.

Science
For the Science Cache Task, the team made smaller
modifications to an already effective system designed
for retrieving subsurface soil samples, reading
temperature and moisture values, and taking
microscopic images of soil of interest. The new system
will improve ease of use, allowing operators more time
to investigate sites of potential interest.

System Acceptance Review
On March 2nd, Wisconsin Robotics submitted a detailed system overview of Ascent Mk II
for the competition’s System Acceptance Review. The submitted video talks about all of
the previously mentioned systems in more details and shows Ascent Mk II earlier in the
year. The video can be found on YouTube by following this link:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=myZvNus_njY&t

Community Outreach
Elkhorn Mini Maker Faire
Wisconsin Robotics started the spring semester off with a trip
up to the Elkhorn Middle School to help kick off the school’s
first Mini Maker Faire. The previous year’s rover, Ascent, was
a hit with both the kids and adults.

Rover Reveal
This was was the first year the team did an official Rover
Reveal, presenting Ascent Mk. II to a crowd of team
members, friends, and science enthusiasts at the Wisconsin
Institute of Discovery on April 12th. Since then, the team has
continued work on the rover, preparing it to compete this
June.

DIY Science Night
DIY Science night was a great experience for the team,
educating the public about basic programming and robotics,
while also demonstrating the rover. The event was focused
around teaching adults about the future prospects of science
in a hands-on format, and was hosted by the Wisconsin
Institute of Discovery.

Admitted Student Days
Multiple times throughout the semester, team members
talked to incoming freshman during Admitted Student Days
hosted by the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The events
were intended to expose newly admitted students to various
engineering majors and student organizations, preparing
them for their first semesters at Madison.

Engineering Expo
Expo is a yearly event that spans all across the engineering
buildings on campus, filled with hands-on stations and
demonstrations. Wisconsin Robotics brought out all the
projects team members had been working on throughout the
year, including two driveable ‘minibots’, a vision tracking
controlled traffic light, and Ascent Mk. II.

Robot Block Party at Museum of Science and Industry
The final outreach event of the semester, Robot Block Party,
hosted by the Museum of Science and Industry in Chicago,
took place April 14th. Ascent Mk. II interacted with people of
all ages alongside other STEM based organizations.

Wisconsin Robotics is excited for the opportunity to demonstrate Ascent Mk II’s capabilities in URC 2018.
The team’s hard work and commitment to creating exceptionally outstanding robotic systems is nothing
short of impressive and is made possible by our generous sponsors. Thanks to the help of those listed
below, and many others, our members can expand upon and improve their skills, which better prepare
them for their future careers. Because of our sponsors, we are able to continue to pursue these endeavors
and inspire interest and excitement in STEM fields, and for these opportunities, we are sincerely grateful.

A Special Thanks to our Sponsors!

